Islamic State-Khorasan Province Expands Attacks Beyond Afghanistan

Peter Mills | 01 June 2022

“Taliban government continues to downplay the IS-KP threat, and its recent military deployments indicate it is prioritizing the threat from non-IS opposition groups instead.”

Read More: https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/islamic-state-khorasan-province-expands-attacks-beyond-afghanistan

Can Iran Get Along With the Taliban?

Christian Høj Hansen and Halimullah Kousary | 07 June 2022

“Taliban’s resistance to sharing power with ethnic minorities, its own factionalism, and potential for fighting on Iranian-Afghan border are all likely to create continued security challenges for Iran.”

Read More: https://warontherocks.com/2022/06/can-iran-get-along-with-the-taliban/
Rethinking Greater Central Asia: American and Western Stakes in the Region

Johan Engvall | 15 June 2022

“An embrace of Central Asia’s trans-Afghan transport project should be seen as a way to test Taliban intentions, their ability to evolve, their readiness to honor agreements, and their commitment to the welfare of the Afghan populace.”


***

Negotiating With the Tehreek-I-Taliban Pakistan is a Bad Idea

Syed Ali Zia Jaffery | 22 May 2022

“Afghan Taliban could leverage their role as broker between Pakistan and the TTP to renege on their promises to clamp down on Afghanistan-based militant groups that threaten Pakistan and its neighborhood.”


***

Pak Set to Gain if it Exits FATF Grey List

Dr Shalini Chawla | 21 June 2022

“Exit from the grey list will add to Pakistan’s confidence as it could bring long-term economic benefits, have positive reputational implications and indicate a favourable change in its relationship with the US and Europe.”

Read More: https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/comment/pak-set-to-gain-if-it-exits-fatf-grey-list-405545

***

Female Suicide Bombing at Karachi’s Chinese Confucius Institute and the Paradigm Shift in Baluch Rebels’ Strategy in Pakistan

Kiyya Baloch and Akbar Notezai | 20 May 2022

“With Pakistan’s greater economic dependence on China as its economy is on a ventilator, a stronger military crackdown against Baluch insurgents could be the first move Islamabad takes to protect its all-weather friendship with Beijing.”

Pakistan’s ‘Dangerous Moment’: Imran Khan Builds a Comeback On Bashing the U.S.

Hassan Abbas | 27 May 2022

“Even in a nation that has known all kinds of chaos and violent political upheaval in its short history, it’s a profoundly dangerous moment.”


***

Pakistan cannot Afford a Showdown with the West

Husain Haqqani | 12 June 2022

“The U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan has led many American policymakers to take a break from dealing with Pakistan and the complicated U.S.-Pakistan relationship, as well.”

Read More: https://thehill.com/opinion/international/3520023-pakistan-cannot-afford-a-showdown-with-the-west/

***

Impressions on Turkey’s Challenges From Afar

Ejaz Haider | 29 May 2022

“In the Middle East, Turkey’s Gulf policy, its approaches to Saudi Arabia and Egypt, and its military involvement in Syria and Libya have pitted it against Riyadh, Cairo and the UAE.”

Read More: https://www.bolnews.com/oped/impressions-on-turkeys-challenges-from-afar/

***

United Arab Emirates’ Long-Term Goals in Syria: Managing Militant Proxies and Geopolitical Adversaries

Andrew Devereux | 20 May 2022

“UAE is playing a long and potentially perilous game, but it has clearly decided the long-term gains outweigh the short-term geopolitical risks.”


***
A New Operation in Syria?
Marc Pierini and Francesco Siccardi | 06 June 2022

“Ankara controls large swathes of territory in northern Syria, but its previous attempts at establishing a continuous 30-kilometer-deep safety zone along the entirety of the Turkish-Syrian border have so far failed.”

Read More: https://carnegie-mec.org/diwan/87248

***

New Opportunities: India and the United States in a Changing Middle East
Jeff M. Smith | 31 May 2022

“The winds of change sweeping the Middle East and the Indian subcontinent are producing new relationships, strategic outlooks, and multilateral groupings.”


***

A More United, Better-Armed Opposition can Bring Democracy to Myanmar
Ye Myo Hein and Lucas Myers | 23 June 2022

“The National Unity Government lacks significant Western support — most notably in the form of arms — and still struggles to bring distrustful ethnic armed groups into a consolidated resistance movement.”

Read More: https://warontherocks.com/2022/06/a-more-united-better-armed-opposition-can-bring-democracy-to-myanmar/

***
Prime Minister of Pakistan Shehbaz Sharif, along with a high-level delegation made a three-day official visit to Turkiye.

Secretaries of Security Councils of China, India, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, took part in the 4th Regional Security Dialogue on Afghanistan in Dushanbe, hosted by Tajikistan.

Israel and the United Arab Emirates have signed a historic free trade agreement—the first of its kind between Israel and an Arab country.

Saudi Crown Prince, Mohammed bin Salman, made an official visit to Jordan as ties thaw after years of frayed relations due to divergent views on regional conflicts. The Saudi Prince also subsequently visited Turkiye.